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NOW, WHAT DO WE DO?
3
What You Can Do

Go to worldcantwait.net
and find out more about
the extent of war crimes
that are STILL being carried
out in our names.
Share this information
on the internet or
download fliers to distribute.
Show the video
“Collateral Murder”
released by WikiLeaks at
collateralmurder.com.
Watch it online or contact
World Can’t Wait
for a DVD version.
Get involved in this movement!
Donate at worldcantwait.net,
volunteer, or join a local chapter
and help organize protest
aimed at stopping these crimes.

DAYS AFTER documents of 8 years of war crimes against
the people of Afghanistan were leaked, what does the U.S.
government do? Do they admit or apologize for the crimes?
No, they go after the leakers! Do they cut off the funding for the
wars? No, they vote another $59 billion!

The massive release of documents by WikiLeaks.org only proves
what our movement has been saying for years: the illegitimate
occupation is built on regarding all civilians as potential enemies,
killing them in strikes from the air, detaining them indefinitely,
depriving them of safe havens from either the Taliban, the warlords in
Karzai's government, or U.S. troops, and carving up the resources
under Afghanistan for foreign use. In the name of a war for empire,
everyone here and there is less safe.
But just because we already "knew" this, we cannot snooze on these
outrages. Now we've got their own self-exposing words. They've
been caught bloody-handed. No one who sees the news can say they
don't know. And now this: on Friday, July 23rd, a NATO strike killed
52 civilians in Regey, Helmand Province. Not in 2004 or 2006 under
Bush, but in mid-2010, under Obama's command.
From the Guardian UK: “Many residents of the town say they believe
the strike, which they say was a missile attack on a mud house where
people were hiding from nearby fighting, was deliberate. ‘The foreign
forces could see us,’ said Haji Abdul Ghafar, a 38-year-old farmer
who had fled to Regey from a nearby village. 'We were not in any
hideouts. The Americans can see tiny things on the ground, but they
could not see us. I think they bombed us on purpose.’”
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